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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1

Report Scope and Structure

1.3

Project Team

This Urban Design Report covers Karaka North SubPrecinct A, Auckland (“the Site”) and supports the
masterplan for up to 850 residential lots. This report has
been produced by Urbanismplus. Urbanismplus led the
urban design and masterplanning work, with support
from Greenwood Associates who produced the green
network and open space design.

The project team comprises the following entities:

The report presents the masterplan; outlines how it
responds to the statutory framework, including the
Karaka North precinct objectives and rules; and explains
the masterplan in more detail by presenting its open
space network; the approach to three waters and the
movement network.

The following supporting documents informed the
development of the master plan:

The report establishes the philosophical basis of the
project and illustrates how this manifests in conceptual
and design terms. It describes how a wide range of
disciplines are directed toward an integrated outcome
that supports the vision. Each discipline area is
addressed at a conceptual level, and references are
made to the technical reports that underscore them and
support the Resource Consent application. It also
describes how consultation has influenced the design
outcome.
1.2

Project Process

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
1.4

Purpose Planning - Planning
Urbanismplus - Urban Design
Greenwood Associates - Landscape Architecture
Commute - Traffic Engineering
Calthom Consultants - Civil Engineering

Geotechnical report by Riley Consultants
Land contamination report by Engeo
Ecology report by Bioresearches
Arboricultural report by Peers Brown Miller
Archaeology report by CFG Heritage
Related reports

This masterplan report has been produced for the
purpose of and in accordance with the special
information requirements under I417.9 of the Karaka
North Precinct within the Auckland Unitary Plan. It
should be read in conjunction with the Landscape
Management Plan prepared by Greenwood Associates
and the Infrastructure Assessment and Management
Plan produced by Calthom Consultants.

The approach was to take the relevant stakeholders
along with the design process. Local authorities and Iwi
groups were consulted in several rounds of
conversations. The Urban Design Panel was consulted in
late January 2020.
This led to the definition of an inclusive vision which
reflects their collective values, which was then translated
into a concept (the physical manifestation of the vision)
and a masterplan, which defines the elements that are
fixed and those that remain flexible.
Care has been taken throughout these sequences of
events to ensure all disciplines are fully integrated, and a
unified outcome is delivered.
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SECTION 2 - THE SITE AND ITS CONTEXT
The masterplan design has been informed by the
statutory and the spatial context of the Site, as well as
the Site itself, with all its technical and commercial
opportunities and constraints. The statutory context is
described in Section 5, while the spatial context and the
Site itself are described in this section.
2.1

Wider Context

The Site is located approximately 37 kms south of the
Auckland CBD. The nearest local centre is Papakura
which is located 8km to the east of the Site and accessed
via Linwood and Hingaia Roads.
Hingaia Road also connects the Site with State Highway
1. State Highway 22 between Drury and Pukekohe runs
4km to the south of the Site and is accessed from the
Site via Blackbridge Road. There is one bus route (Bus
395) that runs along Linwood Road with a bus stop at the
corner of Linwood and Blackbridge Roads. The route
links Waiuku via Kingseat, Te Hihi, Karaka, Hingaia with
Papakura.
The land surrounding the Site is planned to remain rural
in character with areas of pasture and small clusters of
rural residential (lifestyle) housing. Urban housing
development is approaching from the east with the land
between the Southern Motorway / SH1 and Drury Creek
having been urbanised with the Karaka Lakes and
Harbourside developments. To the southeast the Drury
West development is progressing, and to the south
residential development is underway in Paerata.
Three primary schools are located relatively nearby,
Karaka School 4km to the south, Te Hihi School 5km to
the west and Hingaia Peninsula School 5km to the east.
Several other primary, intermediate and high schools are
also located in Papakura and in the aforementioned
developments.

2.2

Neighbourhood Context

The Site is surrounded by mainly rural activities and rural
production land. Along its western boundary flows the
Whangamaire Stream northwards into the Pahurehure
Inlet and eventually into the Manukau Harbour. At the
intersection of the two roads, Linwood and Dyke Roads,
that provide access to State Highways, is a small cluster
of local businesses and community facilities. This
includes a grocer, a café, a childcare centre, a church
with hospitality venue, and a community hall. To the
southeast of the Site, stage 1 of the development of the
Karaka Sportspark has recently been completed. The 13
hectares of land adjacent to the existing sports complex
was purchased by the Franklin District Council with the
intention of developing a large scale leisure, sports and
recreation hub in the centre of Karaka.
To the east of the Site, across Dyke Road, is the
consented Karaka Flats residential development, which
consists of 202 lots of between 600 and 800m².
Earthworks are currently underway.
The section of Linwood Road past the Site is a rural road
with one lane in each direction. There is no footpath on
either side of the road. There is a level difference
between the road and the adjacent sites, with the land
gradually rising above the road level as one travels from
west to east. The land then slopes back down to road
level further towards the east. Dyke Road is a narrower
local road. The adjacent sites have smaller setbacks from
the road berm. The streetscape has a rural character
with open pasture on both sides of the road.
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ABOVE FIG. 2-1: The Site in its wider context (base image source: Google Maps).

ABOVE FIG. 2-2: The Site in its immediate context
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2.3

The Site

The site is approximately 85ha in size and is bounded by
Dyke Road to the east, Linwood Road to the south and
the Whangamaire Stream to the west. To the north is
dairy farmland.

A tributary flows, via a pond, from the north-western
corner of the Site into the Whangamaire stream. Further
east a smaller gully projects into the Site from towards
the north.
Running east to west centrally through the Site are two
double rows of trees, the northern one comprising of
large Plane trees, the southern one comprising of smaller

Figures 2-2 to 2-13 provide an impression of the visual
character of the Site.
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ABOVE FIG. 2-3: Farmland to the north of the path along the double
row of Plane trees.

B

ABOVE FIG. 2-4: View west along the double row of Plane trees.

D

ABOVE FIG. 2-6: View west from Dyke Road along the double row of
Oak trees.

C

ABOVE FIG. 2-5: Farmland to the south of the path along the double
row of Plane trees.

E

ABOVE FIG. 2-7: Intersection between Linwood and Dyke Roads with
a church to the right and a local grocer to the left. The Site is located
behind the small group of the trees on the corner.
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Oak trees. Together these rows frame a large flat and
open field, with Dyke Road forming its eastern boundary.

north-western part of the Site provides attractive views
over the estuary and hills beyond.

The majority of the Site consists of gently rolling dairy
farmland with minimal vegetation. In the southwest it is
elevated above Linwood Road with the level difference
reducing towards the east. The elevated plateau in the

The Site currently accommodates a number of farm
buildings of which one is suitable for integration within
the masterplan.

F

ABOVE FIG.2-8: The pond located in the northwest of the Site,
connected with the Whangamaire stream.

H

ABOVE FIG.2-10: Elevated plateau of farmland on the north-western
end of the Site.

J

ABOVE FIG.2-12: Approach to the Site from the west via Linwood
Road, with the Site (to the left) gently rising above the level of the
road.

G

ABOVE FIG.2-9: Dense vegetation along the edge of the pond.

I

ABOVE FIG.2-11: The Whangamaire stream along the western
boundary of the Site.

K

ABOVE FIG.2-13: Farm track with low vegetation running north-south
along farmland.
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2.4

Constraints and Opportunities

The following constraints and opportunities (refer to
Figure 2-14) have been identified and taken into account
in the design process:
Constraints
• Care should be taken to create an appropriate
interface with the rural hinterland, especially as
experienced from Glassons Bridge.
• The existing biodiversity areas along some of the
gullies need to be protected.
• The undulating land form and associated hydrology
need to be integrated or carefully modified.
• The location of new street intersections with Dyke
Road need to be coordinated with entrances into the
Karaka Flats development on the eastern side of Dyke
Road.
• The vehicle speeds along Linwood Road are currently
not appropriate for safe and comfortable property
access or intersections with entrance streets into the
Site.

˗

The system of gullies in the centre and north of
the Site.
˗ The two tree-lined avenues running west from
Dyke Road.
• Linwood and Dyke Roads currently have a rural
character and can be modified to be integrated with
the proposed development:
˗ Linwood Road can accommodate speed
measures, new connections, and parking, as it
transitions from a high-speed rural road in the
west to an urban street that forms part of a
village centre in the east.
˗ Dyke Road can be fully urbanised and
accommodate on-street parking and footpaths.
• There are farm remnants that can be incorporated to
provide character and open space amenity, such as:
˗ Sections of races.
˗ A farm building.
˗ Avenues of trees.
˗ A pond.
˗ Farm fencing.

Opportunities
• The existing community facilities around the Linwood
-Dyke Roads intersection can be built upon with a
village centre and medium density housing.
• The zoning of the Site provides a range of
opportunities for both non-residential and residential
in a range of densities, catering for a wide
demographic.
• Visual connections can be established to the estuary
and the esplanade reserve to the west of the Site.
• The landform allows for long distance views to the
north.
• The following natural features can be incorporated
for amenity and a sense of place:
˗ The pond in the northwest of the Site.
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ABOVE FIG. 2-14: Constraints and opportunities.
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SECTION 3 - FROM VISION TO CONCEPT
3.1

Developer’s intent

Karaka North Village Ltd has formulated the following
vision for the site:
• Create an integrated rural village on what is a unique
piece of land (location, typography, and zoning).
• Achieve a community with a mix of living outcomes
where the residents can directly engage with the
significant rural amenity on the property.
3.2

Vision

The vision for this Site is informed by the opportunities
enabled by the Unitary Plan, the attributes of the Site,
and the aspirations of a future community. It is enabled
through a conceptual framework, in combination with a
set of urban design principles. The former being sitespecific and physical, and the latter theoretical and value
based.

The vision for the Site is as follows:
• Interwoven uses and experiences - a design that
weaves together village life and a working farm
within an exquisite natural setting.
• Transition from rural to village core - a condition
that transitions from rural to lifestyle, and from
urban housing to the village core.
• Building on existing community infrastructure - a
range of housing choices connected to a new village
centre and the considerable existing amenity,
including a church, convenience shop, childcare
centre, community hall, museum, extensive sports
facilities, and schools.
This translates into the following conceptual framework,
Figure 3-1.

ABOVE FIG. 3-1: Conceptual framework.
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RIGHT FIG. 3-2: The urban design principles that informed the design
of the masterplan

3.3

Urban Design Principles

This site has been identified as a growth node within the
city-wide growth strategy and an exceptional amount of
non-residential uses already exist locally. Sustainability
imperatives suggest that this diverse amenity be
complemented by a strong residential component.
The vision is supported by the following design
principles:
Responsive
The new settlement will respond to the natural land
form with earthworks minimised where possible and
biodiversity areas will be retained and revegetated,
where required. Wetlands and the Whangamaire Stream
will be protected and water quality improved through
the treatment of stormwater.
Diverse
It will be a diverse environment which reflects a crosssection of society and a mix of uses. A wide range of
housing choices ranging from medium density, standalone house and lifestyle houses. Values will range from
the aspirational to the affordable. Living standards will
be of the highest order with good solar access, and good
indoor-outdoor flows to private open space. A village
centre will accommodate gathering spaces, shops, and
local employment. A commercial venue will be located in
the northwest of the site, overlooking the estuary.

It will be a legible environment which is easily navigated.
Key natural features such as the gullies, the treed
avenues, the ‘farm’, and the Whangamaire Stream with
its riparian margins will all be highly visible and
accessible from the public realm. Legibility will be further
assisted by a deformed grid pattern that is easily
navigated.
Connected
It will be a highly connected environment made possible
by a street network which offers safe walking and cycling
options. Additional dedicated walkways and cycle tracks
will link all key destinations, including the village centre,
stream edge, reserves, and ‘the farm’. Provision for
buses will be made through the south-eastern portion of
the site. These physical connections and places to meet
will contribute to a more connected community,
energised by the social interaction within the public
realm.
Unique
It will be an environment that celebrates recent farming
history and local heritage. Some farm land and farm
buildings will be retained, middens will be protected.
A strong sense of place will be engendered through the
open space design, including a village square and a
village green.

Legible
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3.4

Concept

The artist impression below (Figure 3-3) shows the
concept behind the proposed masterplan. It should be
emphasised that this is a possible, but intended,
outcome of the application for the superlot subdivision.
The concept is for a rural village, building on the existing
cluster of community activities (bottom right-hand of the
drawing), and complemented by the Karaka Flats
development to the east of the proposed development,
across Dyke Road.
The proposed development will be structured in
response to the landform with curvilinear roads along
the contours and watercourses where required. It will
incorporate parts of the rural landscape weaving
through the neighbourhood and resulting in housing
surrounded by open space.
The proposed development will accommodate greater
density around the Linwood / Dyke Roads intersection,
this density will gradually decrease towards the north
and west. The village will be surrounded by land that
remains rural in character and an appropriate transition
will be made through the use of larger lots, open space,
and vegetation.

ABOVE FIG. 3-3: Artist impression of the masterplan.
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The artist impression below (Figure 3-4) shows the
concept behind the proposed masterplan in its closer
context. The following key attributes are highlighted:
• The development will interface with the
Whangamaire Stream and its existing riparian
margins through large setbacks that accommodate
recreational paths and with a band of lifestyle blocks.
This will lessen the visual impact when approaching
the Site from Glassons Bridge.
• The western part of Linwood Road will be lined with a
planting strip to provide a softened interface and a
gradual transition between the west, which is more
rural in character, and the east which has a more
urban character.
• Speed measures on Linwood Road will further signal
the transition from a high-speed rural environment to
a low-speed urban street.
• Several areas will be retained and integrated in their
natural form to provide valuable biodiversity links.
This includes the area around the stream, with a
pond, in the northwest of the Site. Walkways will
make this area accessible to residents and the public
for recreational purposes.
• Two existing treed avenues will be retained. These
will function as shared pedestrian and cycle paths.
• Areas of farmland complete with livestock will be
retained and integrated. These areas will be the

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

central focus of the rural village, and provide
recreational and visual amenity.
Dyke Road will be urbanised with footpaths,
intersections, direct property access, and active
frontages, both in the village centre and in the
residential areas.
Intersections providing access into the existing
consented Karaka Flats development are taken into
account in the design of the masterplan.
An avenue from Linwood Road will provide an
attractive entrance. This will lead to a ‘circus’,
providing choice of movement direction and
showcasing key parts of the village.
A village centre with shops and employment facilities
will be located in the southeast, building on the
existing community facilities located at the
intersection of Dyke and Linwood Roads.
The centre will also accommodate a village green and
a public square.
Medium density housing will be located in the
southeast and south of the development, in close
proximity of, and with the best connectivity to, the
village centre.
A commercial facility will be located on the north
western corner on the headlands looking over the
stream.

ABOVE FIG. 3-4: Artist impression of the concepts.
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SECTION 4 - MASTERPLAN AND
SUPERLOTS
4.1

Masterplan

The masterplan (Figure 4-1) focusses the highest
intensity of development at the heart of the existing
village on the corner of Linwood Road and Dyke Road,
and the lowest along the Whangamaire Stream in the
west. Uses will include a village centre, medium density
residential, stand-alone houses and lifestyle dwellings.
The stream edges, gullies and other biodiversity areas
will be preserved and water quality enhancement
initiatives will be applied. Several paddocks will be
retained for grazing, in order to retain a rural farm
character. These will be highly visible and are fronted by
stand-alone housing along some edges.
The village centre will be located on the south-eastern
corner of the Site to benefit from passing trade and
complement the existing cluster of non-residential
activities at the intersection of Linwood and Dyke Roads.
The centre will comprise a village square, a village green,
and a focal point on the corner.
Medium density housing (section size type 1) will extend
from the village centre westwards, allowing compact
living near the amenities of the centre. This will
gradually transition (generally in accordance with the
master plan) to stand-alone housing (section size type
2,3 and 4) and eventually lifestyle lots (section size type
5) that will have an interface with the rural area and
open space along the Whangamaire Stream. Lifestyle
housing will be surrounded by generous provision of
open space to maintain the rural experience of the area.
A commercial venue will be located in the north-western
corner of the site, surrounded by open space with views
of the rural landscape and the Whangamaire Stream.
Vegetated screening is proposed along Linwood Road to
mitigate and reduce the visual impact of the
development as experienced from the road.

located along the existing double rows of trees, which
will be re-used as avenues with high-amenity pedestrian
and cycling routes. Features likely consisting of rural
stone or timber elements placed in a landscape setting
will further emphasise the entries into the proposed
neighbourhood.
The development staging is anticipated to be
progressively delivered in a northwest direction with
around 50 to 100 lots per stage.
The masterplan pedestrian and cycle routes are
indicated in Figure 4-2. An extensive pedestrian and
cycling network will be created.
Key linkages will be provided by the shared paths (blue
lines on Figure 4-2) along the existing double rows of
trees. These will be connected in the west to form a loop
system. Other paths (green lines on Figure 4-2) will
provide connections between key destinations.
Allowance for possible future paths (red lines on Figure 4
-2) has been made in order to provide for pedestrian
connections between the Site and any future
development to the north.
The number of roading connections onto Dyke Road and
Linwood Road shall not exceed those shown on the
masterplan.

The proposed street pattern will respect the natural
topography. Higher order streets, in fixed locations, will
connect the key access points onto the Site. Lower order
streets, in flexible locations, will be arranged in a
connected network which will enable good permeability
and flexibility as development is rolled out.
The Linwood Road entrance will consist of a treed
avenue leading to a circus that presents the amenities of
the Site. The circus will have a sculptural piece of art in
the centre which will relate to the rural heritage of the
Site.
The key entrances from Dyke Road will largely be
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(Lifestyle lots)

ABOVE FIG. 4-1: Masterplan for the Karaka North Village development.
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ABOVE FIG. 4-2: The pedestrian and cycle routes in the masterplan for the Karaka North Village development.
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4.2

Illustrative Lot Layout Plans

Figure 4-3 below shows a possible layout of residential
lots across the Site. This plan is indicative and for
information only, as the final outcome is subject to
subdivision consents for each of the superlots.
The plan however demonstrates the intentions behind
the masterplan and a desired outcome in terms of block
structure and the arrangement of density.

The majority of the lots are designed to have an eastwest orientation in order to enable sunlight into
backyards and onto front and rear elevations. Where a
south facing backyard cannot be avoided, lots will be
wider. This will allow for a sunny yard to the side of the
dwelling that can also have good privacy through the use
of a high fence that will not detract from the quality of
the streetscape.

The design intends to place medium density lots
immediately adjacent to the village centre and village
green to locate as many residents within walking
distance of the amenities of the village centre. Further
away from the centre lots will gradually increase in size,
with lifestyle lots of around 1,300m² along the western
and northern edge, to form an appropriate transition to
the stream edge and the rural area beyond.

ABOVE FIG. 4-3: Illustrative lot layout (plan for information only).
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4.3

Village Centre Design Criteria

The design criteria as shown in Figure 4-4 include the key
elements that will achieve the design vision for the
village centre. The main aim is to create a vibrant and
commercially successful centre that is easy to access by
all modes of transport and provides an attractive
environment for working, shopping, and interaction with
other people.
It will be some time before the Karaka North
development and neighbouring suburbs provide
sufficient catchment to support a commercially viable
full development of the village centre. As the retail
environment is continually evolving, it is proposed that
when consent is sought for the first permanent stage
village centre development, a comprehensive village
centre masterplan will be developed, to provide design
guidance and ensure a cohesive and well thought out
village centre is consented and produced. A design
review by the Auckland Urban Design Panel will be
sought. Prior to this, temporary ‘pop up’ activities and
uses, such as farmers markets, relocatable buildings for a
café and sales office, may be employed to activate the
site and service the village as it grows and develops.

Movement
Five entrances are proposed to provide access to the
centre from the surrounding streets. These entrances
will set up indicative internal connections for all modes
of traffic to access, and move through, the centre.
Multiple pedestrian crossing points are also proposed
next to the entries. These will allow nearby residents
safe and convenient access to the centre without using a
car.
A cycle and pedestrian link will connect through the
village square and village green to the proposed
neighbourhood to the north. Within the centre cyclists
will utilise the low speed streets.
On-street car parks along Dyke Road and Linwood Road
will allow customers to park and walk into the centre via
one of the entry points. Along the eastern end of
Linwood Road parking will be off a sliplane for traffic
safety reasons. The on-street carparks will encourage
shops to front onto streets.

ABOVE FIG. 4-4: Village centre design criteria.
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Open spaces
Public open space will be provided in the form of a
village square and a village green.
The village square is intended to be the heart of the
village, accommodating community events and other
urban activities, including outdoor dining and
opportunities to meet, gather, and relax. It will be a
compact space of at least 400m², with mostly a hard
surface and active built edges and / or surrounded by
public streets. While the exact location of the village
square is to be confirmed as part of the design of the
centre, the objective is to achieve visual and physical
alignment with other public open spaces.

Height
A maximum height of 12m is proposed in the core of the
village centre where it will have minimum impact on
adjacent uses. This will offer flexibility for more intensive
uses such as multi-storey mixed use buildings, adding
much needed diversity to the predominantly residential
neighbourhood.
Around the edges of the centre this will reduce to an 8m
height limit to provide an appropriate transition to the
adjacent double-storey dwellings.
Materials and colours
Building materials and colours should be sympathetic to
rural character and be of natural, earthy tones.

The village green is intended for community recreational
activities requiring a soft surface (lawn with areas of
other vegetation), but could also accommodate markets
and large events, in conjunction with the village square.
Also the village green will have a strongly public
character, due to its edges being lined with public streets
and / or continuous building frontages. It is proposed to
be on the northern edge of the centre so that it links up
with the farm paddock across the street and contributes
to the continuation of the open space network.
Uses
The centre will accommodate mostly retail uses.
However the northern end is earmarked for a possible
commercial use, which could include community
facilities, such as a childcare or medical centre. A
signature building will be located at the Linwood Road/
Dyke Road roundabout to announce the presence of the
centre. This will be supported by signage in the indicated
locations.
Buildings will front onto all internal connections, onto
Dyke and Linwood Roads, and onto the public open
spaces. This will result in street edges that are safe and
interesting to walk along. Also residential uses abutting
the village centre will front onto the village green and
square.
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4.4

Village Centre Illustrative Design

Figure 4-5 shows a possible layout for the village
centre, supported by visualisations in Figures 4-6 and
4-7. This plan is indicative and for information only,
as the final outcome is subject to one or more
resource consents for the Local Centre. The
illustrative design, however, demonstrates a possible
outcome that complies with the criteria described
before.
Movement
• Footpaths are wide, provide direct connections,
and are lined with the frontages of shops and
other commercial buildings.
• Vehicle connections through the centre include
on-street parking in order to reduce the need for
large expanses of parking and vehicle crossings
into off-street parking lots.
• Service lanes and courts are located behind
buildings in order to avoid disruption to
pedestrian movement and to allow shopfronts to
face the public realm.

ABOVE FIG. 4-5: Indicative and illustrative design of the village centre.

Open space
• The village green and village square form an
extension of the high amenity public open space
network.
• The village green and village square are located to
the north of the surrounding buildings in order to
optimise the micro-climate of these public spaces.
Uses
• The retail offer includes an anchor such as a
supermarket, with specialty shops, offices,
medical centre and commercial activities located
along the routes leading to it.
• Shops and residential developments overlook
streets and public spaces, further contributing to
the safety and vibrancy of the area.

ABOVE FIG. 4-6: Birdseye perspective of a possible layout of the village
centre.

Architectural character
• The architectural style of the centre will make
reference to the rural character of the
surrounding environment.
ABOVE FIG. 4-7: Artist impression of the village square surrounded by
buildings, with the village green in the foreground.
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4.5

Superlots

In order to realise the ultimate outcome of the
masterplan, the first step is a 14 superlot subdivision
which will consent the masterplan and set the
parameters for future development. Figure 4-8 is the
proposed scheme plan and Figure 4-9 outlines a brief
description of the purpose of each superlot.

ABOVE FIG. 4-8: Proposed Scheme Plan.
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Superlot
1001

1002

Description
This superlot is zoned Business – Local Centre zone, and is intended for the Karaka North village centre
development of retail and commercial uses. This includes the village square, which acts as a focal
point / community activity hub. The village centre design criteria and illustrative design are covered in
sections 4.3 and 4.4 of this masterplan report.
Section 4.3 includes an increase in the maximum height limit of 8m imposed by the Karaka North
precinct provisions, to enable a 12m maximum height limit within the identified portion of lot 1001, to
offer flexibility for more intensive uses such as multi-storey mixed use buildings, adding much needed
diversity to the predominantly residential neighbourhood. At the western interface of the centre this
will reduce to an 8m height limit to provide an appropriate transition to the adjacent double-storey
dwellings.
This superlot is intended for future residential housing development of up to 465 dwellings.
It contains the entrance avenue and the southern main spine road into the Karaka North
development, and anticipates a mixture of attached, semi-detached and detached housing typology
outcomes, reducing in density as the future section sizes transition from 180m 2 + adjacent to the
Village centre , where eventual sections sizes are anticipated to be upwards of 300m 2 towards the
west of the superlot The row of sections adjoining Linwood Road is anticipated to be upwards of
400m2 to allow for a planting strip closest to the road.
The superlot also includes the village green and the existing avenue of oak trees. A neighbourhood
park is envisaged in the middle of the higher density housing, and a central circus provides a focal
point and roading connectivity in all directions.
The existing dwelling located within this lot will be demolished/removed from the site. All future
development should be designed and constructed so that it is in general accordance with the
Auckland Unitary Plan, Residential – Mixed Housing Suburban zone (Chapter H4) provisions, except as
modified in section 5.2 of this masterplan report, and apply the Karaka North Precinct (Chapter I417)
provisions, but excluding standards I417.6.2 – I417.6.4.

1003

This superlot is intended for future residential housing development of up to 40 dwellings.
Anticipated housing typologies and outcomes here are standalone dwellings on a variety of section
sizes upwards of 300m2 +, transitioning out to larger lifestyle properties along the western edge
fronting the rural character area, where section sizes will be upwards of 1,300m 2 +.
All future development should be designed and constructed so that it is in general accordance with
the Auckland Unitary Plan, Residential – Single House zone (Chapter H3) provisions, except as
modified in section 5.2 of this masterplan report, and apply the Karaka North Precinct (Chapter I417)
provisions but excluding standards I417.6.2 – I417.6.4.
An additional limitation is proposed via consent notice to limit all future dwellings and accessory
buildings within the identified area on Lot 1003 to a single storey height up to 5m, with a 37.5 to 42.5
degree pitched roof. This limitation is to avoid any dominance of buildings when viewed from Linwood
Road.

1004

This superlot is intended for future residential housing development of up to 35 dwellings.
Anticipated housing typologies and outcomes here are standalone dwellings on a variety of section
sizes beginning at 300m2 +, before transitioning out to larger lifestyle properties along the western
edge fronting the rural character area which are anticipated to be upwards of 1,300m 2 in area
All future development should be designed and constructed so that it is in general accordance with
the Auckland Unitary Plan, Residential – Single House zone (Chapter H3) provisions, except as
modified in section 5.2 of this masterplan report, and apply the Karaka North Precinct (Chapter I417)
provisions but excluding standards I417.6.2 – I417.6.4.
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1005

This superlot is intended for future residential housing development of up to 30 dwellings.
Anticipated housing typologies and outcomes here are standalone dwellings on a variety of section sizes upwards of 600m2, transitioning out to larger properties along the western edge fronting the rural
character area where future section sizes will be upwards of 1,300m2 in area.
The fixed western spine road is located to the immediate north and east of this superlot.
All future development should be designed and constructed so that it is in general accordance with the
Auckland Unitary Plan, Residential – Single House zone (Chapter H3) provisions, except as modified in
section 5.2 of this masterplan report, and apply the Karaka North Precinct (Chapter I417) provisions but
excluding standards I417.6.2 – I417.6.4.

1006

This superlot is intended for future residential housing development of up to 80 dwellings.
Anticipated housing typologies and outcomes here are standalone dwellings. Future section sizes are
anticipated to be upwards of 300m2, transitioning to 400m2 sections at the edges.
The fixed north-south road runs through this superlot to connect the northern and southern portions of
the village.
All future development should be designed and constructed so that it is in general accordance with the
Auckland Unitary Plan, Residential – Mixed Housing Suburban zone (Chapter H4) provisions, except as
modified in section 5.2 of this masterplan report, and apply the Karaka North Precinct (Chapter I417)
provisions but excluding standards I417.6.2 – I417.6.4.

1007

This superlot is intended for future residential housing development of up to 25 dwellings.
Anticipated housing typologies and outcomes here are standalone dwellings, on future section sizes
upwards of 300m2. Lots adjacent to the rural amenity area will be upwards of 400m2 in area.
Three separate cul-de-crescents will provide for access to the dwellings from Dyke Road. They will be
one way for part and will have a pedestrian link through to the rural amenity area at the western end.
The existing dwelling located within this lot will be demolished/removed from the site.
All future development should be designed and constructed so that it is in general accordance with the
Auckland Unitary Plan, Residential – Mixed Housing Suburban zone (Chapter H4) provisions, except as
modified in section 5.2 of this masterplan report, and apply the Karaka North Precinct (Chapter I417)
provisions but excluding standards I417.6.2 – I417.6.4.

1008

This superlot is intended for future residential housing development of up to 65 dwellings, and contains
one of the stormwater wetland / drainage reserve areas in the north-west portion of the superlot The
drainage reserve will be fenced off and the adjacent green space will be grazed. A connection for stock
will be provided for across the plane tree avenue and northern spine road.
The northern main spine road, which includes the existing line of London Plane trees bisects this superlot in an east-west direction. The superlot contains the northern portion of the Rural Amenity Area
identified in the Karaka North Village masterplan.
Anticipated housing typologies and outcomes here are standalone dwellings, on future section sizes
upwards of 300m2 in area. The sections interfacing with the open space will be upwards of 400m2 in
area.
All future development should be designed and constructed so that it is in general accordance with the
Auckland Unitary Plan, Residential – Mixed Housing Suburban zone (Chapter H4) provisions, except as
modified in section 5.2 of this masterplan report, and apply the Karaka North Precinct (Chapter I417)
provisions but excluding standards I417.6.2 – I417.6.4.
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1009

This superlot is intended for future residential housing development of up to 60 dwellings. Anticipated
housing typologies and outcomes here are standalone dwellings, which may adopt zero-lot line dwelling
designs where appropriate on future section sizes upwards of 300m 2 in area
A fixed street location is provided along the southern boundary of the superlot, which encapsulates the
existing London Plane avenue.
All future development should be designed and constructed so that it is in general accordance with the
Auckland Unitary Plan, Residential – Mixed Housing Suburban zone (Chapter H4) provisions, except as
modified in section 5.2 of this masterplan report, and apply the Karaka North Precinct (Chapter I417)
provisions but excluding standards I417.6.2 – I417.6.4.

1010

This superlot is intended for future residential housing development of up to 50 dwellings. Anticipated
housing typologies and outcomes here are standalone dwellings, with larger lifestyle housing sites along
the western and northern boundaries. Future section sizes will range from 300m 2 up to 1,300m2 + in
area. An east-west road will provide connection to the Dyke Road esplanade reserve.
All future development should be designed and constructed so that it is in general accordance with the
Auckland Unitary Plan, Residential – Single House zone (Chapter H3) provisions, except as modified in
section 5.2 of this masterplan report, and apply the Karaka North Precinct (Chapter I417) provisions but
excluding standards I417.6.2 – I417.6.4.

1011

This superlot encompasses the majority of the Rural Amenity Area within the Karaka North Village
masterplan. The entire lot will be owned and managed by the Residents Association, with landscape,
hardscape and farming activities established to maintain and enhance the Rural Amenity Area as set out
in the Masterplan and Landscape Management Plan.
No dwellings are to be constructed on this superlot, and this restriction is intended to be imposed via
consent notice.

1012

This superlot contains the existing main stream and will include a number of stormwater treatment
wetland devices to be vested in Council. The remainder of the lot will be owned and managed by the
Residents Association, with the primary function being a stormwater drainage channel, with associated
walkways and landscaping to maintain and enhance the rural character and amenity values of the
property , including retention and enhancement of the existing farm pond.
No dwellings are to be constructed on this superlot, and this restriction is intended to be imposed via
consent notice.

1013

This superlot is proposed to be retained as the northern portion of the Rural Character area at the
western interface of the property. It will be utilised for a commercial venue location. All development,
improvements, carparking and activities must be located wholly within the identified building platform
area.
The commercial venue may also be utilised as a community facility, for the social, economic and cultural
well-being of the local community, including for private functions, meetings of community groups, leisure
and recreational use.

1014

This superlot encompasses a large portion of the Rural Character Area identified within the masterplan.
The entire lot will be owned and managed by the Residents Association, with landscaping and farming
activities to maintain and enhance the rural character values of the property set out in the Masterplan
and Landscape Management Plan.
No dwellings are to be constructed on this superlot, and this restriction is intended to be imposed via
consent notice.

ABOVE FIG. 4-9: Purpose of each superlot.
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SECTION 5 - STATUTORY FRAMEWORK
5.1

Auckland Unitary Plan

The masterplan design has been guided by the statutory
framework, with the development to be aligned with a
range of objectives and policies, rules and standards.
The Site is located within the Karaka North Precinct of
the Auckland Unitary Plan. The purpose of the Karaka
North Precinct is to provide for the integrated
development of a rural village settlement centred at the
intersection of Dyke, Blackbridge and Linwood Roads.
The village precinct is made up of three sub-precincts.
The Site is zoned sub-precinct A (see Figure 5-1 and
Figure 5-2).
At the heart of the settlement the local centre will
enable the development of local retail, service and
community activities to support the village and the wider
rural community. Development in the local centre area is
expected to achieve a high quality amenity, slow traffic
and pedestrian orientated environment. The precinct
will provide for both medium density and more
traditional residential development that will be
dispersed throughout the precinct to deliver a rural
village. Amenity tree planting is envisaged along Linwood
and Dyke Road to contribute to a visually interesting and
cohesive rural village environment.
The masterplan for the subject site is also required to
address: (a) village layout; (b) movement network; (c)
access from Linwood, Dyke and Blackbridge Roads; (d)
location, hierarchy and character of open space; (e)
building footprints; (f) land use; (g) relationship with
other sub-precincts; (h) landscape planting; (i) landscape
enhancement; (j) retained farm buildings; and (k)
staging. The indicative location of some of the key
features are shown in the Karaka North: Precinct plan 1.

ABOVE FIG. 5-1: Unitary Plan zoning.

ABOVE FIG. 5-2: Karaka North Precinct Plan.

The above requirements are achieved through a
Masterplan which will be consented with the first land
use / subdivision consent. Subsequent stages are
required to be consistent with the approved Masterplan,
or any variation approved. Proposed development is also
required to be consistent with the Precinct Plan.
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5.2

Development control modifications

The masterplan enables development that is consistent
with the Mixed Housing Suburban zone and the Single
House zone, with some modifications. The changes are
outlined in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4.
The proposed development control modifications are
supported. The increase of height in relation to
boundary from 2.5m to 3m will permit the rural
character objectives to be realised, including the steep
pitched roofs that reflect farm barns and out-buildings.
The proposed yard, building coverage and landscape
area control modifications will result in more design
flexibility and efficiency. The masterplan offers generous
public green open space which will compensate for the

reduction of private landscape areas. The Karaka North
Stormwater Management Plan provides the mechanism
to authorise and accommodate these increases in
impervious area and mitigate the effects of the proposed
development outcomes.
For the proposed lifestyle properties, building platforms
or curtilage areas (to encompass primary and accessory
buildings) will be identified on each lot, to ensure an
appropriate offset from the rural open space. An offset
staggered for each property is anticipated, in line with a
rural environment.
All future vacant lots proposed will be of a size and
shape sufficient to accommodate an 8 metres by 15
metres building platform.

Site Area

Maximum Building Coverage

Minimum Landscaped Area

Up to 599m2

Change from 35% to 40%

Change from 40% to 35%

35% (unchanged)

40% (unchanged)

Change from 35% to 30%

40% (unchanged)

600m2 – 800m2
Greater than 800m

2

ABOVE FIG. 5-3: Development control modifications for Single House zone.

Development control
Height in Relation to Boundary

Existing development control
2.5m + 45° along side and rear
boundaries

Modification
3m + 45° along side and rear
boundaries

Front yard
(Riparian and other waterbody
yard controls not included)

3.0m

2.5m

Maximum Building Coverage
Minimum Landscaped Area

40% net site area
40% net site area

45% net site area
35% net site area

Building Height

8m maximum

8m maximum, except 50% of a
building’s roof in elevation may
exceed this height by 1m, where the
roof slopes 15o or more

ABOVE FIG. 5-4: Development control modifications for Mixed Housing Suburban zone.

ABOVE FIG. 5-5: Existing Height in relation to boundary control for the
Mixed Housing Suburban zone.

ABOVE FIG. 5-6: Proposed Height in relation to boundary
modification for the Mixed Housing Suburban zone.
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SECTION 6 - GREEN NETWORK
6.1

Green Network Approach

The Green Network design criteria and approach (Figure
6-1) are derived from an assessment of the wider rural
district, comprising patterns and features that represent
its rural character and amenity values.
Features which typically identify a New Zealand rural
settlement are incorporated in the design of the Green
Network. This will ensure the underlying framework of
the existing farm is maintained and enhanced by
preserving its most prominent features and rural
character elements.
The Karaka North Precinct emphasises the importance of
maintaining a rural character to the western edge and
rural amenity within the eastern pastoral flats. The
design philosophy responds to these principles by
introducing elements, both vegetative and structural,
that maintain the farm character and amenity.
At the same time it provides a living environment for
future residents that enables freedom of movement and
access to a working farm, whilst protecting and
enhancing the Site’s natural resources.

Refer to the report by Greenwood Associates for a more
detailed description and rationale.

6.2

Open Spaces

The various open spaces that are proposed across the
Site are indicated in Figure 6-2. These can be arranged in
the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•

Rural character open space.
Wetland / stormwater open space.
Rural amenity open space.
Neighbourhood open spaces.
Commercial market open spaces.

These are designed in response to the existing
characteristics of each location as well as the anticipated
function of each space.
Rural character open space
This open space will be located on the western edge of
the Site alongside the stream. It will provide a transition
between rural land to the west and the Site itself
through planting and continued stock grazing. Pedestrian
tracks will enable residents and visitors to enjoy this
area, which will be privately owned and managed by the
Residents Association.
Wetland / stormwater open space
This area coincides with the existing gully in the
northwest of the Site. It will contain the natural drainage
channel that flows into the stream, existing areas of

ABOVE FIG. 6-1: Green network design criteria and approach.
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vegetation, and the pond. It will primarily have an
environmental and stormwater function, but will also be
used for recreational purposes and made accessible by
foot. Some parts of this area could be used for cattle
grazing (fences off from the watercourse). This area will
be privately owned, however the stormwater devices
and wetlands will be vested with Council.
Rural amenity open space
These areas will provide rural open space amenity
through the retention of existing paddocks in central and
northern parts of the Site. Large parts will be fenced off
for grazing, while recreational walkways and cycleways
will provide access to and through these open spaces.
Public streets and dwellings located along the edges will
provide passive surveillance, while the visibility of these
areas will reinforce the rural amenity of the
neighbourhood. These areas will be privately owned and
managed by the Residents Association.
Neighbourhood open spaces
These areas include the residential park located in the
south of the Site. These will be more compact compared
to other open spaces and possess a more urban
character due to their location within the residential
area. These areas will provide playgrounds and
opportunities for community interaction for the local
residents.

These open spaces will be privately owned and managed
by the Residents Association.
Commercial and market open space
This is the Village Green, presented in Sections 4.3 and
4.4. It will be located on the edge of the village centre
and function as a vibrant public space for community
gatherings and possibly commercial activities. It will be
surrounded by a range of activities, both commercial and
residential, which will provide activation and passive
surveillance. This area will be privately owned and
managed.
Riparian landscape and enhancement
Key outcomes sought:
• Provide a framework to allow natives to revegetate
all riparian areas.
• Retention of existing mature exotic trees at riparian
edges to maintain the existing wider rural character
and planting signatures and providing a gradual
transition to a full native revegetation.
• Tree planting at western edge to provide unification
with the wider rural landscape character.
Refer to the report by Greenwood Associates for a more
detailed presentation of the various open spaces and the
design rationale behind these.

ABOVE FIG. 6-2: Distribution of open spaces.
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SECTION 7 - THREE WATERS
7.1

Storm Water

The approach to storm water is as follows:
•
•
•
•

Same design approach for a greenfield development.
Maintain natural watersheds.
Low impact design.
Quality and Quantity treatment as appropriate.

The Key Moves are:
• An approved Karaka North Stormwater Management
Plan to enable discharges from impervious surfaces
within the proposed development.
• Catchments to mimic pre-development catchments.
• SMAF1 Retention and Detention for stream
catchments.
• BPO treatment for marine catchments.
• At-source retention for all lots and roads.
• Communal detention for all lots and roads.
• Offline wetlands for communal devices.
7.2

Waste Water

All residential lots and other uses within the masterplan
will be connected to a public wastewater connection, if
available, or a privately owned and operated network.
7.3

Water Supply

All residential lots and other uses within the masterplan
area will be connected to a privately owned and
operated public potable water reticulation.
Refer to the Infrastructure Management Plan for more
information.
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ABOVE FIG. 7-1: Storm water approach and wetland/swale locations.
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SECTION 8 - MOVEMENT NETWORK
8.1

Movement Network Approach

8.2

Street Network

The main principle for the proposed movement network
is to provide a safe transport network for all users
throughout and surrounding the Site. The approach
intends to move residents efficiently through a network
that generally provides a rural character to the north and
west of the Site, transitioning to a more urban character
near the Linwood Road / Dyke Road intersection, where
the village centre will be located.

The street network is indicated in Figure 8-1. The design
of this network respects the natural land form and takes
into account existing paths within the Site. Three
entrance streets in fixed locations are proposed, with
one northbound off Linwood Road and two westbound
off Dyke Road. Together with other key streets in fixed
locations, these will provide a legible structure that sets
up the development blocks.

The Key Moves for the movement network include:

The secondary streets are mainly local streets providing
access to the residential areas and the village core.
These streets will be in flexible locations and the exact
alignment will be determined as design within the
various superlots is undertaken.

• Manage speeds on Linwood Road from the west,
using thresholds and median treatments; and from
the east by way of a new roundabout at the Linwood
and Dyke Roads intersection.
• Provide access points from Linwood Road into the
Site in areas where speed is reduced.
• Provide formed paths on farm paddocks, treed
avenues and parks adjacent to the road reserve.
• Maximise on-street parking near the village centre:
˗ Dyke Road - a mix of parallel and angled parking
outside the village centre.
˗ Linwood Road - angled parking via slip lane.

The highly connected street network, based on a grid
pattern in many instances, will result in fairly dispersed
traffic and will facilitate slow speeds.
On-street parking bays will be provided along the Rural
Character Area.

ABOVE FIG. 8-1: Proposed street network.
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8.3

Street Typologies

Several street typologies are proposed. These are
determined according to transport function and
adjacent land use. All streets will have high pedestrian
and cycling amenity, generous areas for tree and
other planting, and on-street parking where possible.
Refer to Figure 8-1 for their locations in the
masterplan.

Local Street Type A

Local Street
The local street will be widely applied throughout the
street network. It will provide direct property access
and will have a limited through-traffic function. The
street will be 16m in width. Its cross section will
comprise the following elements:

Local Street Type B

• Vehicle lanes in the centre, one in each direction,
with a width of 3m.
• Parking/planting zones adjacent to the vehicle
lanes.
• Footpaths on the outside of the parking zones
(Type A).
• Footpaths on the outside of the planting strips
(Type B).
• Berms between the footpaths and the private
properties, providing space for underground
services and visibility for cars exiting driveways.
ABOVE FIG. 8-2: Local Street A and B typologies.

Green Street
The Green Street will have an east-west alignment,
connecting between the village centre and the open
space along the stream. It will run through the main
residential areas and intersect with the local streets.
The street will feature generous street planting to
provide a high-amenity pedestrian and cycling
experience through the residential neighbourhood.
The overall width of the street will be 18m and its
cross section will comprise the following elements:
• Vehicle lanes, one in each direction, with a width
of 3m.
• One parking/planting zone adjacent to the vehicle
lanes (southern side), with a width of 2.7m.
• One planting zone adjacent to the vehicle lanes
(northern side), with a width of 2m.
• Footpaths on the outside of the planting/parking
zones, with a width of 1.8m.
• A wide berm (southern side) with trees to provide
amenity.

Green Street

ABOVE FIG. 8-3: Green Street typology.
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Plane Tree Avenue
The Plane Tree Avenue will be aligned with the existing
double row of Plane Trees, alongside the proposed area
of farmland and other open space, while it will have
housing on the northern side. It will comprise the
following elements:
• Vehicle lanes, one in each direction, with a width of
3m.
• One parking/planting strip on the northern side, with
a width of 3m.

• A footpath on the northern side, with a width of
1.8m.
• Setback of approximately 6m to the existing farm
fence to avoid disruption to the roots of the existing
trees.
• A pedestrian and cycle path on the southern side in
between the existing two rows of Plane trees.

Plane Tree Avenue

ABOVE FIG. 8-4: Plane Tree Avenue typology.

Entry Avenue

Entry Avenue

This street will provide the main access from Linwood
Road into the Site. It will have the width to provide
generous areas of tree planting to form an attractive
entrance into the Site. It will comprise the following
elements:
• Vehicle lanes, one in each direction, with a width of
3.5m, separated by a 4m planting strip.
• Parking/planting zones adjacent to the vehicle lanes,
with a width of 2.7m.
• Footpaths on both sides, with width of 1.8m.
• Berms between the footpaths and the private
properties, providing space for underground services
and visibility for cars exiting driveways.

ABOVE FIG. 8-5: Entry Avenue typology.
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Oak Tree Avenue
The Oak Tree Avenue will be aligned with the existing
double row of Oak Trees, alongside the proposed area of
farmland and other open space, while it will have
housing on the southern side. It will comprise the
following elements:
• Vehicle lanes, one in each direction, with a width of
3.2m.
• Parking/planting strip on both sides.

• A footpath on the southern side, with a width of
1.8m.
• Setback of approximately 3.5m to the existing farm
fence to avoid disruption to roots of the existing
trees.
• A walking and cycling path on the northern side in
between the existing two rows of Oak trees.

Oak Tree Avenue

ABOVE FIG. 8-6: Oak Tree Avenue typology.

Park Edge Street
This street will have similar characteristics as the Local
Street, but since it will be located along parks, the
footpath on the parkside will be omitted. It will comprise
the following elements:

Park Edge Street

• Vehicle lanes, one in each direction, with a width of
3.0m
• A parking or planting zone on both sides of the
vehicle lanes.
• A footpath adjacent to the planting strip, with a
width of 1.8m.
• Narrow berms, providing space for underground
services and visibility for cars exiting driveways.

ABOVE FIG. 8-7: Park Edge Street typology.
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8.4

Linwood Road

Linwood Road, along the southern boundary of the Site,
has a rural character with a high-speed traffic
environment. Figure 8-8 indicates a range of threshold
treatments are proposed to reduce vehicle speeds and
signal a transition from a rural to an urban setting. A new
roundabout will replace the current intersection at
Linwood and Dyke Roads to provide traffic calming and
reinforce a sense of arrival associated with the village
centre.

pedestrian friendly environment. This will also help to
calm the traffic and convey an urban character. The
sliplane with parking along the village centre will
encourage shops to front onto the road, facilitating more
foot traffic along the street (Figure 8-9).
Where required, additional land to vest as road for road
widening to accommodate parking adjacent to the local
centre will be provided to achieve the proposed design.

Along with the central median, a footpath will be
introduced on the northern side of the road to create a

ABOVE FIG. 8-8: Linwood Road proposed threshold treatments.

ABOVE FIG. 8-9: Linwood Road proposed layout.
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8.5

Dyke Road

While Dyke Road is anticipated to accommodate lower
volumes of traffic than Linwood Road, with
developments proposed on both sides, upgrades are
required in order to meet the future needs of the area.
On-street carparks, both parallel and angled are
proposed on the western side of the road, along with a
3m wide footpath along the local centre. Beyond the

local centre the footpath will have the standard 1.8m
width. Street trees will provide traffic calming and
increased amenity (Figure 8-10).
Where required, additional land to vest for road
widening to accommodate parking adjacent to the local
centre will be provided to achieve the proposed design.

ABOVE FIG. 8-10: Dyke Road proposed layout.

8.6

‘Cul-de-Crescents’

Three no-exit streets off Dyke Road are proposed, which
will provide direct access to clusters of housing. These
streets will be 25m wide and comprise one lane in each
direction separated by a wide open space at the centre.
These streets will be short and straight to enable a clear

line of sight and create a sense of connectivity to the
wider movement network of the Site. A walkway is
proposed to connect the end of the street with the open
space beyond. Figure 8-11 provides a perspective and
plan view of these streets and the connecting walkways.

ABOVE FIG. 8-11: Perspective of and plan view of the proposed ‘cul-de-crescents’.
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8.7

Potential Bus Route

It is envisaged that the existing bus route 395 will detour
through the Site, as indicated in Figure 8-13, to provide a
public transport service for residents and customers of
the centre. The potential route is likely to follow the
Entry Avenue, run past the village centre, and use the
southern portion of Dyke Road.
Bus stop locations are still to be determined, but it is
anticipated that this bus route will service both a
residential catchment as well as providing access to the
village centre.

ABOVE FIG. 8-13: Potential bus route.
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SECTION 9 - URBAN DESIGN
GUIDELINES
9.1

Purpose of the Guidelines

It is critical for the achievement of high-quality
outcomes that the street and block layouts and the site
and house designs are consistently aligned with one set
of principles. The guidelines offer specific guidance,
structured as follows:
•

Multi-lot Designs
This part of the guideline (Sections 9.2 to 9.3) is
aimed at multi-lot development where the block
and lot layouts have yet to be determined. It
provides guidance on the block structure, suitable
lot shapes and dimensions.

•

House and Site Designs
This part of the guideline (Sections 9.4 to 9.5) is
aimed at individual house and lot designs within
single or multi-lot developments. It provides
guidance on how to locate the dwelling, garage and
private open space on the lot. It also covers
architectural matters such as built form, materials,
and colours.

•

Commercial Venue
This part of the guideline (Section 9.6) provides
guidance on integration of this venue in the rural
landscape setting, as well as covering architectural
matters such as built form, material and colours.

•

Review Process
This part of the guideline (Section 9.7) provides
information on the design approval process.
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9.1.1 Overall design criteria
All dwellings within the Karaka North Village must adopt
the following design criteria:
a)
b)

c)

d)

Dwelling built form, shape, materials and colours
should be sympathetic to the rural surroundings;
Dwellings should comply with the relevant
development and land use controls specified within
the consent notices;
Proposed landscape planting and fencing should be
compatible with the Precinct’s rural character and
amenity values; and
Dwelling design to consider solar orientation and
creation of private outdoor space.

9.1.2 Overall design criteria specific for lifestyle lots
within the Rural Character Area:
a)
b)

c)

All of the above a) – d) inclusive;
Dwelling designs should have a high level of
amenity while achieving non-uniformity of building
locations and distribution of density; and
Dwelling designs should integrate with the
surrounding topography, minimise earthworks and
incorporate any existing vegetation.
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Multi-lot Designs
9.2

Block Structure

9.2.1 Fronts and backs
Objective
To produce active edges along streets and parks (defined
as ‘fronts’) and secure private outdoor spaces for each
dwelling (defined as ‘backs’).
This is best achieved by the following guidance:
Fronts
•
•

•

•
•

•

Locate building fronts opposite building fronts and
backs opposite backs, where possible.
Align parks, civic squares and reserves with streets,
where possible. Where provided for in the
masterplan some edges will be aligned with
dwellings, including their secondary entry.
Design double-storey buildings to have active
uses fronting onto the public areas, so users or
residents can visually connect with people on the
street.
Locate, in single-level buildings, active uses
fronting onto the public areas, where possible.
Avoid street frontages that are dominated by
garage doors, by not setting garages forward of
the house front and ensuring driveways are long
enough to accommodate one car without it
overhanging the footpath.
Avoid blank walls on the street edge, where
possible.

ABOVE FIG. 9-1: Diagrammatic cross section of the arrangement of
‘Fronts and Backs’

Backs
•

Locate communal gardens which are limited to
private use in the rear of the block.

9.2.2 Block orientation
Objective
To ensure there is good solar access for all lots and the
main private outdoor space is generally located to the
back of the lots, away from the street.
This is best achieved by the following guidance:
•

Arrange residential blocks to run in a generally
north/south direction to ensure good solar access
into east/west facing dwellings.
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9.2.3 Block sizes
Objective
To ensure there is an optimum balance between good
connectivity and efficiency.
This is best achieved by the following guidance:
•

•

ABOVE FIG. 9-2: Example of north-south running blocks.

Promote walkability by limiting block sizes,
especially closer to the village centre and bus stops,
as this increases connectivity and legibility for all
users.
Limit block lengths to 150m. In some cases this may
be more if the topography and site geometry
necessitates.

9.2.4 Public space interface
Objective
To achieve a greater degree of personal safety in public
spaces.
This is best achieved by the combination of the following
guidance:
•
•

Ensure public spaces are overlooked by adjacent
dwellings.
Locate streets around public spaces.

9.3

Lot Shape and Size

Objective
To ensure a dwelling can be comfortably located on a lot,
allowing space for the necessary outdoor functions.
ABOVE FIG. 9-3: Example of small blocks with good connectivity.

This is best achieved by the following guidance:
•

Give lots a rectangular shape and, where possible,
avoid triangular and trapezoidal shapes.

•

Apply the following typical lot dimensions for regular
shaped lots:

•

˗

minimum width of 8m and depth of 20m for
comprehensive developments (excluding
terraces)

˗

minimum width of 14m for low density lots and
lots accommodating stand alone housing

˗

minimum width for park edge lots
accommodating stand alone dwellings with two
frontages should be sufficient to satisfy the
principles illustrated in Figure 9-12

Make corner lots at least 1m wider than other lots.

ABOVE FIG. 9-4: Example of blocks with a variety of lot sizes to
promote housing choice.
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House and Site Designs
9.4

ABOVEFIG. 9-5: Illustration of Medium density lots.

Site Layout

Objective
To ensure there is optimal solar gain and privacy for the
house and the main private open space, and a good
interface between the house and the street.
This is best achieved by the following guidance.
9.4.1 House, garage and private open space location
•

ABOVE FIG. 9-6: Illustration of double-storey low density lots.

•
•
ABOVE FIG. 9-7: Illustration of single-storey or stand alone lots.

•

Locate the house and garage in such way that solar
access to the house and the main private open space
is maximised (refer to diagrams Figure 9-9 and Figure
9-10).
Locate the main private open space away from the
street or a public open space, to the rear or side of
the dwelling, or in a courtyard.
Locate living spaces to directly open up to the main
private open space.
Minimise front yards and maximise main private open
space area (not applicable for lifestyle houses).

9.4.2 Fronting the street
•
ABOVE FIG. 9-8: Illustration of lifestyle lots.

•
•

For double-storey dwellings ensure residents in a
living room can have visual contact with the street
when standing (not required for lifestyle houses and
rear lots).
For single-storey dwellings visual contact with the
street through a living room should be achieved
where possible.
Ensure front doors are visible from the street (not
required for lifestyle houses and rear lots).

9.4.3 Garages

ABOVE FIG. 9-9: Example of a site layout with the garage (blue) to
the south to maximise solar access into the back yard (yellow) and
onto key elevations (red).

•
•
•

•

ABOVE FIG. 9-10: Example of a site layout with the garage (blue)
to the north in order to maximise solar access into the back yard
(yellow) and onto key elevations (red).

•

Avoid dominating the streetscape with garage doors.
Ensure internal access between the garage and the
house (not required for lifestyle houses).
In order to relieve the streetscape of an excessive
amount of parked cars, the following standards are
required:
For sites below 1,000m²:
˗ Minimum of 1 garage
˗ Maximum of 2 garages
For sites above 1,000m²:
˗ Minimum of 1 garage
˗ Maximum of 3 garages.
Locate the garage at least 5.5m back from the front
boundary. The house is encouraged to be forward of
the garage door and shall not be set back further than
the garage door (not applicable for lifestyle houses).
Avoid garage doors with a width that constitutes over
50% of the street frontage of the house.
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Key

back yard
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back yard
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b
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a

b
c

c
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f) Low fence on front boundary (if
any)
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b) Encourage garage to set back
from the house
c) Garage set back by 5.5m
minimum from street boundary
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e
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d

d
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f

street
ABOVE FIG. 9-11: Site layout example for back-to-back lots.
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g
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yard
house

house

garage
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double-storey

a

b

d) Front door to the street
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approaching via the park

g) Low fence on front boundary (if
any)

a

c
d

c) Garage set back by 5.5m
minimum from street boundary

f) High fence (where appropriate)
b

c

b) Encourage garage to set back
from the house

Open space

front yard

a) A living space with windows to
the street/park

front yard

g

e

d

front yard

h) Optional gates

g

g

street
ABOVE FIG. 9-12: Site layout example for park-edge lots.
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ABOVE FIG. 9-13: Primary form illustrations.

ABOVE FIG. 9-14: Secondary form illustrations.

9.5

9.5.2 Secondary forms

Built Form

Objective
To enable built forms that reflect rural, farm-associated
buildings.

These supplement the primary forms. They may
comprise garages or a smaller component of the
dwelling functions. Generally they are single-storey.

The emphasis is on farm sheds and barns, not villas often
found on farms, but indistinguishable from their urban
counterparts.

•
•

House designs should clearly distinguish between
primary forms, secondary forms and links or add-ons.

The secondary forms should be clearly subservient
to the primary forms in terms of height and size.
Roofs should be flatter with a pitch of up to 15
degrees to emphasise their subservience to the
primary forms.

9.5.3 Private landscape
9.5.1 Primary forms
These constitute the main body of the building. They
could comprise of the whole house and garage, just the
house component, or a garage with habitable rooms
above. Sometimes two primary forms are permitted.

Refer to the Landscape Management Plan for more
detail.
•
•

Generally they are double-storey, unless the entire
building is single-storey.
•
•

The primary forms should have pitched roofs which
have reference to farm buildings.
Roofs should have a pitch of between 37.5 and 42.5
degrees.

•
•
•

Activation to adjacent public open spaces through
open fencing and planting.
Enhancing the public realm planting signature
through front yard tree and shrub planting.
Varied planting within rear private yard to promote
the natural variance occurring within the private
space of a traditional New Zealand rural village.
Rubbish bins should be screened at the public
interface.
Letterboxes should be accessible from the street and
built from the same material as the primary form, or
incorporated into the front fencing.
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ABOVE FIG. 9-15: Link and add-on illustrations.

9.5.4 Links and add-ons
Links and add-ons are the smallest built components.
Links may include passages, entrance lobbies and rooms
that link two parts of the house.
Add-ons may be small projections that are attached to
the main built forms, such as bay windows, front
porches and build-outs.
•
•

Links and add-ons should be clearly subservient to
primary and secondary forms in terms of height and
size.
Roofs may have a change of material in the main
roof or with a flatter pitch of up to 15 degrees to
emphasise their subservience to the other forms.

9.5.5 Solid and void
While building forms should reflect the style of farm
buildings, the composition of the wall materials and
windows should be well thought through. This will help
establish a fresh contemporary aesthetic (refer to Figure
9-16 for successful examples).
•
•

Windows should either take the form of fully glazed
facades or well-proportioned penetrations of solid
wall surfaces.
Windows should be aligned with other openings and
coordinated with variations in materiality.

ABOVE FIG. 9-16: Examples of successful façade compositions,
materials, and colours.

•

Façade elements should form considered
compositions as opposed to a random approach.

9.5.6 Materials and colours
•
•

Materials should make reference to rural character.
Colours for primary forms should be natural, have
earthy tones and be sympathetic to the rural
character. Bright colours that are discordant with
the wider environment should be avoided. Lighter
colours are allowed for secondary elements.
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9.5.7 Fencing
•

•

•

•
•

Any boundary fence along the street or open space
should not exceed 1.2m in height and be visually
permeable, using materials such as timber post and
rail.
Any fence (excluding those on the boundary)
fronting the street or open space should not exceed
1.8m in height and be set back at least 1.5m from
the building facade.
Only one row of fencing, parallel to the building
facade is permitted in the area between the
property boundary and dwelling. This should be set
back 1.5m behind the building facade fronting that
property boundary.
Rear boundary fencing (if any) should not exceed
1.8m in height.
Side boundary fences (if any) should not exceed
1.8m in height, except for the length of side
boundary that protrudes forward of any fencing that
runs parallel to an adjoining street or open space,
where the side boundary fence is to be visually
permeable, using materials such as timber post and
rail, not exceeding 1.2m in height.

back yard

house

Key
a

a

front yard
street

Maximum fence height 1.8m
Maximum fence height 1.2m
a Minimum 1.5m setback

ABOVE FIG. 9-17: Maximum fence heights.

9.5.8 Pathways and front doors
•
•

The path to the front door should be separated from
the driveway.
The front door should face the street and be on the
same ‘front’ as the path and driveway.

Not applicable to lifestyle lots.
9.5.9 Minor dwellings
•

Minor dwellings are not permitted on any lot.

9.5.10 Accessory buildings
•
•
•

•

Only one accessory building may be constructed on
any lot.
An accessory building must not be located within the
front yard.
Where an accessory building is visible and not
screened from the public realm, and for all lifestyle
lots, the accessory building must be constructed
with the same materials and colours as the primary
dwelling.
For clarity, on lifestyle lots only, a detached garage
(if any) is not deemed to be an accessory building
under this rule.
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9.6

Commercial Venue

9.6.1 Built form, colours and materials

9.6.3 Private landscape
Private landscape controls applicable to dwelling sites
are also to be applied to the commercial venue.

Objective
To enable a built form that reflects a rural, farmassociated building.
This is best achieved by the following guidance, in line
with the guidance for primary forms in 9.5.1
•
•
•
•
•

•

The building should have a pitched roof that makes
reference to farm buildings.
The roof should have a pitch of between 37.5 and
42.5 degrees.
Materials should make reference to rural character.
Colours should be natural and have earthy tones.
Bright colours that are discordant with the wider
environment should be avoided.
Only one building, designed as a contiguous structure
of primary form, secondary forms and links (if any)
can be constructed. In addition, one accessory
building (related to the use of the primary building)
can be constructed.
The building(s) shall have a maximum height of 6m
and with a combined maximum building coverage of
10% of the building curtilage area.

9.6.2 Integration into its surrounding environment
Objective
To ensure the commercial venue is well integrated into
the rural landscape.
This is best achieved by the following guidance:
•

•
•

•

Minimise the fencing around this venue so the
building is perceived as being located freely into the
rural landscape, provides views out over the rural
landscape and open space, and is visible from the
surrounding area.
If fencing is required around this venue, use timber
post and rail, not exceeding 1.2m in height.
All structures, buildings, improvements, fencing,
paved areas, soft and hard landscape works shall be
contained and located within the building curtilage
area as shown on the superlot subdivision scheme
plan.
Building designs should integrate with the
surrounding topography, minimise earthworks and
incorporate any existing vegetation.
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9.7

Review Process

To ensure the process is constructive and efficient, the
design review deals with outline ideas first before the
details are fixed.
It moves from a concept stage to a detailed design stage
which, if successful, will result in a compliance certificate
which is to accompany the applicant’s Resource Consent
application (Figure 9-18).
The same structure applies to applications for both
Multi-lot precincts and House and Lot applications.
The Review Process or the Design Guidelines may be
amended or varied by the developer, as required.
An internal review process via the Karaka North Design
Review Panel (developer representatives included) will
assess whether the application meets the masterplan
and design guidelines. The Panel will review the
drawings and provide a sign-off certificate to be lodged
with the resource consent application.
For controlled activity consent applications, the Panel
consists of developer representatives and its
architectural and landscape architect consultants.
For discretionary activity consent applications, a Council
representative from the Urban Design team will also be
included in the Panel review process.

REVIEW PANEL

APPLICANT
Builder/section
purchaser to prepare
Concept Design

Concept Design Review

Amend and prepare
Detailed Design

Issue notice of
amendments (if any)

Detailed Design Review

Amend design and
prepare final Resource
Consent documentation

Issue notice of
amendments (if any)
or compliance
certificate

Final Review

Submit resource
consent to Auckland
Council

ABOVE FIG. 9-18: The review process.
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